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TopicFlow Model: Unsupervised Learning of Topic-specific Influences of Hyperlinked Documents



Ramesh Nallapati and Christopher Manning {nmramesh,manning}@cs.stanford.edu Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305



Abstract Modeling influence of entities in networked data is an important problem in information retrieval and data mining. Popular algorithms such as PageRank capture this notion of authority by analyzing the hyperlink structure, but they ignore the topical content of the document. However, often times, authority is topic dependent, e.g., a web page of high authority in politics may be an unknown entity in sports. In this work, we describe a new model called TopicFlow, that combines ideas from network flow and topic modeling, and captures the notion of topic specific influences of hyperlinked documents in a completely unsupervised fashion. We show that on the task of citation recommendation, the TopicFlow model, when combined with TF-IDF based cosine similarity, outperforms several competitive baselines by as much as 6.4%. We also present some qualitative visualizations to demonstrate the expressive power of the new model.
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Introduction



Finding authoritative entities in hyperlinked data such as the world-wide-web, academic literature, blogs, social media, etc. is an important problem in information retrieval and data mining. Popular algorithms such as PageRank [7] and HITS [5] have been very effective in identifying influential documents by analyzing the hyperlink structure of the corpus. Although quite successful, one of the shortcomings of such link based algorithms is that they completely ignore the topics discussed by these documents. In reality, the influence1 of an entity is highly dependent on the topical context. For example, an entity that is highly influential on the topic of politics may be unknown in sports. Although this problem was addressed by Topic Sensitive PageRank (TSP)[4], it requires that the topics are prespecified and that a few labeled documents for each topic are available in the corpus. However in most corpora, documents are unlabeled and topics of the corpus are unknown. In the last decade, there has been tremendous progress in automatically learning the topics of an unlabeled corpus, and soft labeling the documents with these topics, in a completely unsupervised fashion [1]. This approach, called the topic modeling approach, is a natural candidate in terms of our objective of unearthing topics and modeling topical authority simultaneously. More recently, many researchers have focused their efforts on extending topic models to include hyperlink structure as part of the model [9, 6, 2, 3]. Although these models were successful in modeling topical correlations across relational links, none of them captures the notion of global topic-specific influence of documents.
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TopicFlow model



We consider a directed graph G = (V, E) called the influence graph, where V = {di }M i=1 is the (k) set of all M documents in the corpus. We define K directed edges eij from document di to dj if dj cites di where K represents the number of topics in the corpus. Note that this is opposite to the (k) direction of citation and represents the direction of flow of influence. Each directed edge eij acts 1



In the rest of the paper, we will use the words ’influence’ and ’authoritativeness’ interchangeably.
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as an infinite capacity channel for “flow of influence” from document di to document dj on topic (k) k. The actual flow for topic k, represented by fi,j is restricted to be non-negative and in the same direction as the edge, and represents the influence of document di on document dj on topic k. We now define an augmented graph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) such that V 0 = V ∪ {s, t} where s and t represent a fictitious source and sink respectively. Similarly, we define the augmented set of edges E 0 as follows: (k) (k) E 0 = E ∪ {es,d }d∈V ;k∈K ∪ {ed,t }d∈V ;k∈K . (1) We assume that a unit flow arises out of the source s, flows into the network through the augmented edges from s and reaches into the sink t through its augmented edges, as shown in Fig. 1. Conceptually, the source represents the flow of influence of topics and ideas that are unexplained by the set of hyperlinks in the graph G. Another reason for defining the source is to model the influence of all ideas from the past with respect to the documents in G. Similarly, the sink can be thought of as an abstraction to the flow of ideas from the documents in G to the future. We assume that the flows are balanced for each document-topic pair (d, k) as follows: X (k) X (k) fi,d = fd,j i∈Pa(d)



(2)



j∈Ch(d)



where Pa(d), read as parents of d, represents the set of vertices that have an outgoing edge into d in the augmented graph G0 and Ch(d), read as children of d, is the set of vertices that have an incoming edge from d in G02 . At each document, we allow the incoming flow on each topic to be split arbitrarily across its children with the exception that a uniform fraction of the flow always flows into the sink as shown below: (k)



(k)



fd,t = f·,d /(|Ch(d)|)



(3)



d 1



where



(k) f·,d



is short for net incoming flow on P (k) topic k into d and is equal to i∈Pa(d) fi,d 3 and |Ch(d)| is the size of children of d in G0 . This condition naturally satisfies the flow balance condition for documents that have no outgoing edges to other documents. For these documents, |Ch(d)| = 1 (since the sink is their only child), hence the entire incoming flow into such documents on a topic flows entirely into the sink t.



d 2 SOURCE



SINK d3



d 4



Figure 1: Topic flow model: the thick edges are the citations reversed and the light edges are the augmented edges introduced from the source to each document and from each document to the sink. These edges represent the topic-flow network and should not be confused with the directed edges in a directed graphical model. We displayed edges corresponding to only one topic to prevent clutter.



At the source, we have the following source PM (k) flow balance constraints: d=1 fs,d = 1.



For generating the words in the document, we use a process identical to LDA [1], with one significant difference. Instead of using a Dirichlet prior over the multinomial topic distribution over topics θd , we assume that the distribution is proportional to the topical inflows into the document: (k)



θd



(k)



= (f·,d )/(



K X



(k0 )



f·,d ).



(4)



k0 =1



This is a key assumption that ties the network flow model with the topic model that generates words on specific topics in each document. The rest of the generative process for generating the document is identical to LDA [1], and is not reproduced here owing to space constraints4 . Accordingly, the 2



By definition, ∀d∈V s ∈ Pa(d) and t ∈ Ch(d). P (k) (k) We will also use the notation fd,· to represent j∈Ch(d) fd,j , the net outgoing flow from a document d. 4 Please see steps 3(a) and 3(b) on page 4 in the original LDA paper [1].
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observed data log-likelihood for the whole corpus is given by: log P (w|β, f ) =



Nd M X X



log(



d=1 n=1



K X



(k)



βkwn θd ),



(5)



k=1



where βk is a multinomial over the vocabulary for topic k and Nd is the length of document d. In this framework, a dynamic interplay between citations and words determines the influence of a document on a given topic. If a document d discusses a topic k in great detail, it must have a high (k) (k) θd to explain its words, which induces higher topical flow f·,d into the document relative to other topics. This will in turn flow out into documents citing d, thus spreading its influence. On the other hand, if the document d is highly cited by other documents on topic k, it must have heavy outgoing (k) (k) flow fd,· on that topic, which will in turn induce high θd for that topic, resulting in the assignment of many words in d to that topic. We claim that the net outgoing flow from document d on topic k into its children not including the P (k) (k) sink t, denoted by fd,−t = j∈Ch(d)−{t} fd,j , captures the global influence of document d on topic k. The topical flow balance conditions at every vertex ensure that the incoming flow at every document depends on the ‘supply’ of flow from vertices ‘upstream’ of d. Likewise, the outgoing topical flow at each document is influenced by the ‘demand’ for topical flow by vertices in its ‘downstream’. Hence the flow parameters learned by the model capture truly global influence.
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Learning and Inference



The optimization problem for our model is the following: max F(f , β) f ,β



=



X (k) X X (k) 1 kfs,· k2 + kfd,· k2 log P (w|β, f ) − λ 2 k



s.t.



∀ d ∈ V 0 − {s}



X



d



(k)



fi,d =



i∈Pa(d)



X



!



k



(k)



fd,j and



M X



(k)



fs,d = 1



(6)



d=1



j∈Ch(d)



(k)



where λ is the coefficient of regularization and fs,· is a vector consisting of all the flows from the (k) source on topic k, while fd,· is the vector of all flows from document d to its children on topic k. L2 regularization is introduced to ensure that all the flows remain small and as close to uniform as possible unless required by the data, and also to promote identifiability of the solution. We eliminate the equality constraints in Eq. 6 using the following equivalent flow balance condition: X (k) (k) (k) (k) ∀j∈Ch(d) fd,j = f·,d ψd,j s.t. ψd,j = 1 and ∀j ψd,j ≥ 0 (7) j∈Ch(d) (k)



where the new multinomial variable ψd for each document-topic pair (d, k) determines how the net incoming flow into d on topic k is split among its children Ch(d). At the source, we define ψ as follows: M X (k) (k) (k) (k) fs,d = 1 · ψs,d s.t.∀d,k ψs,d ≥ 0 ; ( ψs,d = 1)



(8)



d=1



Using a variational posterior multinomial distribution φdn over topics for each position n in document d, we can define a lower bound on the log-likelihood of observed data as follows: log P (w|β, f ) ≥



Nd X M X K X



(k)



φdnk (log βkwn + log θd − log φdnk )



(9)



d=1 n=1 k=1



Maximizing the lower bound w.r.t φdnk and βkwn yields the following update rules: βkwn ∝



Nd M X X



(k)



φdnk ; φdnk ∝ βkwn θd



d=1 n=1
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(10)



However, estimating the parameter θd is non-trivial since it involves the flow parameters as given by Eq. 4. Substituting this equation into Eq. 9 yields the following: Nd X M X K X X (k0 ) (k) log P (w|β, f ) ≥ f·,d ) − log φdnk ) (11) φdnk (log βkwn + log f·,d − log( k0



d=1 n=1 k=1



(k)



The only parameters that remain to be estimated are the flow parameters fij for each edge eij and topic k. However, instead of estimating the flow parameters directly, we estimate ψ’s, the flow (k) splitting proportions using the relation in Eq. 7. Notice that the multinomial parameter vector ψd enters into the lower bound in Eq. 11 only through the log likelihood terms for the children of d. (k) Hence we only consider the observed data log-likelihood for Ch(d) to optimize ψd : log P (wv |β, f )v∈Ch(d) ≥



|Ch(d)| Nv K X XX



X (k0 ) (k) f·,v )−log φvnk ) (12) φvnk (log βkwn +log f·,v −log(



v=1 n=1 k=1 k0 (k) We can now express in terms of ψd,v as follows: (k) (k) (k) (k) (k) (k) f·,v = f−d,v + fd,v = f−d,v + f·,d ψd,v P (k) where f−d,v = u∈Pa(j)−{d} fu,v is the total flow into document j on topic (k) f·,v



(13)



k from all its parents other than d. The second step in the above equation arises from the relation in Eq. 7.



Although we have succeeded in eliminating equality constraints from the original problem in Eq. 6, we still have additional equality and inequality constraints expressed in Eq. 7 to guarantee that ψdk remains a multinomial vector. We handle these constraints by further using a multinomial logistic transformation as shown below:   k  (1 − 1 |) P exp(ηd,v )  if v = 6 t k |Ch(d) k exp(ηd,v 0) ψd,v = (14) v 0 ∈Ch(d)−s 1  if v = t,  |Ch(d)|



k where the variable ηd,v is now unconstrained. Note that the probability of outflow into sink is k obtained from Eq. 3. At the source, we define the logistic transformation for ψs,d in line with its definitions in Eq. 8 as follows respectively: k exp(ηs,d ) k ψs,d =P (15) k d0 ∈Ch(s) exp(ηs,d0 ) We can now substitute Eqs. 13 and 14 into Eq. 12 to optimize η’s of the documents directly in an k unconstrained way. The final equations for derivatives of the objective function w.r.t. ηu,d below, where u is a parent document of d, i.e., u ∈ Pa(d) − s are given by:   X 0 0 ∂ φ N φ N 1 d·k d d ·k d (k) (k) (k) F(f , β) = ( (k) − (·) ) − ψu,d0 ( (k) − (·) ) ψu,d f·,u (1 − ) k |Ch(u)| ∂ηu,d f·,d f·,d f·,d0 f·,d0 d0 ∈Ch(u) X (k) (k) (k) (k) − λ(f·,d )2 ψu,d ( −(ψu,d0 )2 + ψu,d ) (16) d0 ∈Ch(u)



where φd·k =



PNd



n=1



φdnk and the second term above is computed only once for all d0 ∈ Ch(u).



Similarly, at the source, using the outflow relations in Eq. 8, and the logistic transformations in Eq. 15, we get the following equations for the derivative: 0



(k ) Nd0 K X f·,d0 ∂ XX = ( φd0 nk0 (log βk0 wn + log( P ) − log φd0 nk0 ) k (k00 ) ∂ηs,d d0 n=1 k0 =1 k00 f·,d0 ! ! X X Nd φd0 ·k Nd0 (k) (k) 2 (k) k 2 (k) − (·) ) − ψs,d0 ( (k) − (·) ) ψs,d f·,s − λ(f·,s ) ψs,d −(ψs,d0 ) + ψs,d f·,d f·,d0 f·,d0 d0 d0 (17)



∂ F(f , β) k ∂ηs,d =



(



φd·k (k)



f·,d



(k)



(k)



We optimize ηu,d and ηs,d by performing gradient ascent using the derivatives in Eqs. 16 and 17. At inference time, we keep the topic-word distributions, β, fixed at the learned values and learn the flow parameters for the test documents as done in training. 4
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Experiments



The dataset we considered is the ACL anthology [8] dataset comprising full text and abstracts of all papers published in the annual Association of Computational Linguistics conference, over a period of over 30 years. For our experiments, we used the full text of 9,824 papers published before or in 2005 as the training set. There are 33,604 hyperlinks in total in the training set and some of the documents contain no incoming or outgoing hyperlinks. We used 1,041 abstracts of papers published in 2006 with no hyperlink information within this data, as the test set. However, we do have the hyperlinks that arise from the test documents and point to the ones in training, but we use it for only evaluation purposes in the citation recommendation experiments (described below). After stopping and stemming, our vocabulary size is 46,160. The average training full text document is 597.87 words long while the average test abstract is only 45.24 words long. 4.1 Citation Recommendation This task consists of predicting the true citations (outgoing links) of a document based on its textual content. This evaluation assumes that documents tend to cite other documents that are both topically relevant and topically influential. We believe this assumption holds good in academic literature, and therefore the performance of the TopicFlow model on this task should serve as a good empirical test for the claim that the model captures the notion of topical influence. In our experimental setup, for each abstract in the test set of the ACL corpus, we score documents in the training set based on a “citability score”, as defined by each model. We then rank the predicted citations for each test abstract in the decreasing order of the citability score and evaluate the quality of the ranked list using Mean Average Precision (MAP) measured with respect to its true citations. As a first baseline citability score, we used TF-IDF based cosine similarity between the test document’s content and the training document’s content. We also ran basic LDA that uses no hyperlink information, and Link-PLSA-LDA [6], a model shown to outperform other 0.169   baseline joint topic models for text and citations for comparison. For all other topic 0.167   models we used in our experiments, we 0.165   computed cosine similarity score between the train and test documents in the correTFIDF   0.163   +  LDA   sponding topic space, and combined this +  Link_PLSA_LDA   0.161   +  TSP   score with TF-IDF score using a convex "+  TopicFlow"   0.159   interpolation: score = ζ(Model-score) + (1 − ζ)(TF-IDF-score). For LDA and 0.157   Link-LDA-PLSA [6], cosine similarity is 0.155   computed between the test document’s in5   10   20   40   60   ferred topic distribution and each train numTopics   document’s learned topic distribution. For TopicFlow model, we computed co- Figure 2: MAP of various models as a function of number sine between the train document’s top- of topics on citation recommendation run on the ACL corpus. (k) ical influence given by fd,−t and the The symbol ’+’ in the legend indicates that the correspondtest document’s inferred topic distribution ing model is combined with TF-IDF score. TopicFlow model θ. Finally, we also used Topic Sensi- outperforms the strong TF-IDF baseline by as much as 6.4% tive PageRank as an additional model for and is significantly better than the nearest TSP model as meacomparison. However,since TSP requires sured by Wilcoxon’s signed rank test at 99% confidence. a pre-defined set of topics and a seed set of labeled documents for each topic, we used topics from the TopicFlow model as the TSP topics. In addition, for each topic k, we used all documents d that satisfy arg maxk0 θdk0 = k as the seed examples for that topic. For all the models except the baseline TF-IDF model, we tuned their respective free parameters on a similar time-wise train/test partition of the training set with the number of topics K fixed at 30. For all models, we found that the best performance is reached in the interval ζ ∈ [0.05, 0.2]. For TSP, the optimal value of the teleportation probability is found to be 0.30. For TopicFlow models, we found that tuning the regularization parameter didn’t help, so we fixed it at 0.0. For all models, 5



we report the MAP scores for K = 5, 10, 20, 40 and 60. The results of our experiments, displayed in Fig. 2, show that TopicFlow model outperforms the strong TF-IDF baseline by as much as 6.4% and is significantly better than the TSP model as per Wilcoxon’s signed rank test at 99% confidence. 4.2 Visualization Fig. 3 presents a visualization Since the corpus consists of papers in the ACL conference, we see mostly Natural Language Processing topics such as ”Machine Translation”, ”Syntactic Parsing” and ”Discourse Analysis”. Note that the top 10 words are highly representative of the topics. As indicated in the bottom row of the table, the model is also able to numerically quantify the influence of documents on each topic. In addition, we also display the flows in the neighborhood of the most influential document on the topic of ”Machine Translation”, which helps us understand how influence has spread across the network on this topic. This feature, to the best of our understanding, is very novel and unique to the TopicFlow model.
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Conclusion



of the TopicFlow model run on the ACL training corpus. “Machine Translation”
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Alignment template Approach to Stat. MT., Och et al, Coling, 2004.



An EarleyType Parsing Alg. For Tree Adjoining Grammars, Schabes and Joshi, ACL 1988



Attention, Intentions, And The Structure Of Discourse, Grosz and Sidner, Coling 1986



(30.23)



(2.22)



(32.86)



Decoding Algorithm In Statistical Machine Translation, Wang and Waibel, ACL 1997



An Efficient Method For Determining Bilingual Word Classes, Och, EACL, 1999



0.042



0.016



Refined Lexicon Models For Statistical Machine Translation Using A Maximum Entropy Approach, Garcia-Varea et al, ACL 2001



0.052 The Alignment Template Approach To Statistical Machine Translation, Och and Ney, CoLing, 2004



3.38 Improving PhraseBased Statistical Translation By Modifying Phrase Extraction And Including Several Features, Costa-Juss, W. Prl. Txt., 2005



3.32 Scaling Phrase-Based Statistical Machine Translation To Larger Corpora And Longer Phrases, ACL 2005.



Figure 3: Visualization of a 20 topic TopicFlow model on the ACL training corpus: Left: top 10 words and the most influential document (bottom row) for three representative topics. The numbers in the bottom row in braces indicate the topic-specific influence of the document (k) as measured by fd,−t × 100. Right: a slice of the TopicFlow model in the neighborhood of the most influential document (bordered in broken lines in dark red) on the topic of ”Machine Translation”. The numbers next to the arrow are the topic-specific flows, times 100.



In the future, we plan to compare TopicFlow with the more recent Relational Topic Models [2] on citation recommendation as well as on the more traditional perplexity evaluation. In addition, we plan to build a user-friendly web based graphical browser based on the model’s output on various corpora, that allows us to track the flow of influence of a topic across a large document network.
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